
Declining Arctic Skuas at Slettnes 
what can we do?
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Arctic Skuas are longdistance migratory seabirds. Those that breed at Slettnes winter
everywhere across the Atlantic Ocean, all the way down to South America and South Africa!
They feed on fish, which they often steal from other seabirds. Sadly, the skua population is
declining strongly. Even in its largest colony, here in Slettnes, their number has halved over the
last 20 years.

The problem
Arctic Skuas have difficulties producing eggs due to
a poor food situation. In recent years, many pairs
laid only a single egg instead of two. Other pairs did
not breed at all. They also have a hard time keeping
up their condition. For foxes this is perfect, as they
can easily get into the colony. When the skuas are in
good condition, they aggressively chase away the
foxes. But in recent years the birds are less
aggressive and the fewer birds have a hard time
chasing the foxes away from their nests..
Consequently, large number of eggs is eaten by the
foxes, resulting in a colonywide failure in 2017. No
wonder they are declining!

What can be done?
In a natural system many foxes either move away or
die in winter because food is scarce. If the foxes are
fed in winter, many more survive than would be the
case in a natural situation. Therefore, a simple way
to help the skuas is to not feed the foxes. It is a
natural and understandable response to feed a
starved fox that roams around your house, but it is
part of nature that some of them will die. Less foxes
the coming summer will give the skuas a fairer
chance to raise their chicks.




